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Getting [library data] from there to here…
Richard Wallis, Founder, Data Liberate (http://dataliberate.com)

There are several heres and theres I will touch upon in this article, but the first that comes to mind is in the East
Midlands of England, circa 1995.
We are there in the Pilkington Library Building of Loughborough University for the launching of the first Web
OPAC. The first installation of a TalisWeb library discovery interface was the result of cooperation between the
BLCMP1 and the library’s technical staff.
Previously, staff and students wanting to search the library’s online catalogue (OPAC) had to go to the reading
room and use one of the dedicated text-based terminals. A technically astute few could potentially also gain
access using a Telnet client on the University network.

Figure 1: Pilkington Library OPAC c.1999

The mid-90s was the time of the first explosion of the web. The early emergence of the World Wide Web, in the
UK university sector, was greatly due to the establishment of the Joint Academic Network (JANET), placing it at
the forefront of wider internet adoption. Building on these developments, the team I was working with at
BLCMP delivered a web-based window into the library’s catalogue. The screen shot of its simple interface
reproduced here (with thanks to the Internet Archive) is from 1999. Try a comparison with the catalogue
discovery interface from your favourite library today.

1

Birmingham Libraries Co-operative Mechanisation Project – Co-operative and forerunner of Talis Group Ltd
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Today’s interfaces are far richer and more colourful. Images feature greatly,
layouts adapt to the size and shape of the screen, and links abound to other
resources. We have come a long way in the last 25 years. Or have we?
The functionally offered by the vast majority of library discovery interfaces of
today is little more than the (web) window into the catalogue that TalisWeb
delivered in 1995.
In contrast there have been dramatic developments in the commercial world
over the last 25 years – purchasing options directly from search engines; crosssite aggregation of similar results; authoritative information featured on results
pages, and increasingly in the voices of personal assistants – all embedded in a
plethora of smart devices from tablets and phones to TVs and fridges, to name
but a few.
Figure 2: Modern OPAC on a mobile
Enabling all this is a detailed understanding, by the search and social networking platform providers, as to what
the product, service, or information on a page is about. Increasingly this understanding is being driven by
structured data embedded in those pages. Data shared by the sites in structured form (using de facto
standards such as Schema.org) are easily understood by the platforms. The consumption of their (freely
shared) data helps them become an integral part of these platforms and the web in general.
With a few exceptions, libraries do not share their data in this way. This is why most library web interfaces
remain a window from the web into the catalogue, rather than being a route to the web for their rich
authoritative data and links to the resources they describe.
Rolling the clock forward a decade to the mid-noughties finds Linked Data2 on the rise as the way to openly
share data across the web. Introduced by Tim Berners-Lee as a pragmatic application of his Semantic Web
vision, Linked Data is a recipe – using http protocols, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) metadata
modelling framework, and various serialisations such as RDF/XML3 – to publish data in a consistent, machinereadable way on the web.
For those in the library world experimenting with Linked Data, there was a significant initial data modelling
hurdle to overcome. As a sector, libraries were by then well versed in machine-readable metadata. The MARC
standard was introduced in the late 1960s, and by the turn of the 21st century the majority of libraries were
running sophisticated cataloguing, acquisition, and circulation systems with MARC records at their core.
As a machine-readable representation of the traditional library record index card, a MARC record contains an
independent combination of mostly textual information about titles, author and publisher names, subjects etc.
Linked Data on the other hand, building on its Semantic Web principles, introduces a different approach by
describing entities and their relationships. In a Linked Data dataset, you will find separate individual
descriptions of entities such as people, organisations, works, subjects, places, etc., linked together with
relationships such as “author”, and “publisher”. All the data is there, but in very different model forms.

2

Linked Data – Best practices for publishing structured data on the web – https://www.w3.org/wiki/LinkedData

3

RDF/XML – Serialisation of RDF data using XML
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Several groups, including metadata specialists in the British, German, French, Spanish, and other national
libraries were up for the challenge. Taking some guidance from established and emerging library standards
such as Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) and Resource Description and Access
(RDA), they each developed their own approach to identifying and extracting entity descriptions from their
record-based collections to create Linked Data catalogues. These advancements drove a period of
enthusiasm, in the second half of the noughties, for the potential for Linked Data in the future for library
systems. The British Library Linked Data Model is one example:

Figure 3: British Library Data Model

Innovations including work- and entity-based navigation in user interfaces, shared open authoritative
descriptions for major entities such as people and organisations, linking to external, enriching independent
resources, and easier integration with non-library resources were promoted as part of this future vision. The
evangelism for this way forward, some of which I happily own up to enthusiastically preaching, majored on it
being a way of liberating data from the confines of the library system. The rich data about bibliographic and
other resources, painstakingly and expensively catalogued by libraries over many years, trapped there in
individual libraries, shared out to users and other libraries and thence on to the here and now of their users’
daily activities.
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By the beginning of the second decade of the 21st century we were in a great position. Linked data was a hot
topic in the library world. No self-respecting library conference could have a programme without one or more
sessions with Linked Data in the title, podcasts and blogposts on the subject were being published almost
every week, OCLC and other authority sites such as the Virtual International Authority File (VIAF) were
publishing Linked Data, and Linked Data principles were starting to influence the development of library
standards, for example RDA.
To me, in the heart of that evangelism, however, it was becoming increasingly clear that the momentum for
broad adoption of linked data in library systems was beginning to stall.
By then we had some great examples of possibilities – from the British National Bibliography and the
Bibliothèque national de France, to name but two. A significant number of bibliographic data sets from many
libraries were appearing in The Linked Open Data Cloud. However, there was no significant interaction
between the data published by different libraries. No two major implementors of library Linked Data were using
the same algorithms to extract bibliographic entities from their records, nor were they using the same
combination of Linked Data ontologies, or vocabularies, to describe those entities. As a Linked Data library,
you could easily obtain openly shared data from your peers, but interpreting it, and potentially mapping it to, or
merging it with, your own data was a significant challenge. Potentially even more significant was the fact that no
major library system supplier at that time was seriously considering the adoption of linked data in their systems.
So how have we moved from there, in that time of stalling momentum, to here, with a rebirth of optimism for a
way forward (more of which later)?
2011/12 brought two major developments around standards, one from the Library of Congress, and one from
an open community of search engine companies (Google, Bing Yahoo!, and Yandex). The introduction and
adoption of these standards have laid the foundations for significant advancements in data sharing that are only
now come coming to fruition.
When first introduced by the search engine community, the
Schema.org vocabulary was only seen as a simple set of
mark-up tags for embedding into the source of web pages
to enable the enhanced display of search results – “Rich
Snippets”. Over the last nine years, this structured data,
as it has become known, has become a foundation for web
sites and pages to share detailed information for search
engines to far better understand what they are describing.
These structured data techniques are now becoming
ubiquitous across the web, and a major part of the search
engine optimisation (SEO) community’s tool set. On a
topical note, in late March 2020 the Schema.org
vocabulary introduced new terms to help governments and
companies share definitive data and information about
changes introduced in response to the coronavirus
pandemic.
Although described as a structured data vocabulary, Schema.org is soundly based upon linked data standards,
built upon, and therefore compatible with, Linked Data tools and processes that have gone before. The major
step forward it introduced was recommended data serialisation methods (Microdata, RDFa, JSON-LD). These
facilitate easy publishing of data within html webpage markup, negating the need for specialist Linked Data
servers to share data.
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At a similar time, the Library of Congress introduced BIBFRAME, a Linked Data vocabulary and data model,
for describing bibliographic resources. It differed from its predecessors, as it had the objective “to replace the
MARC standards, and use linked data principles to make bibliographic data more useful both within and
outside the library community”. It also has the influence of the Library of Congress, and its major role in the
MARC standards, behind it. As a potential replacement for MARC, used by the vast majority of libraries
around the world, it soon gained traction. The potential replacement objective was also a disadvantage. To
many, its subsequent accommodations to the way things were previously achieved in MARC resulted in it not
being the simplest vocabulary to understand from a linked data point of view.

By 2016, the Library of Congress introduced BIBFRAME 2.0, which
addressed many of these issues. It also established recommended
mappings, and example software, to produce BIBFRAME data from a
catalogue of MARC records. Adoption has followed by community groups,
such as those behind the Annual BIBFRAME Workshop in Europe and the
Linked Data for Production (LD4P) group of major Universities, plus
engagement from other key organisations such as the Library of Congress,
OCLC, and backing from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.

Figure 4: BIBFRAME 2.0 Data Model
It is clear today that BIBFRAME is becoming a de facto standard for bibliographic linked data in the library
community. It is criticised both by users of MARC, as not being as flexible, and by linked data protagonists,
as being over-complex and too closely associated with its MARC heritage. Yet, most agree that it will suffice
for now. Whereas a decade ago no library system developers were thinking about introducing linked data,
most will now admit that a minimum capability of importing and exporting BIBFRAME needs to be on their
roadmap, and many are considering going further.
This progress stimulated by BIBFRAME is all very well. It doesn’t, however, help achieve the goal of getting
data out of library-focused systems, to help staff, students, and the general public discover the resources they
need. Not in the way that Schema.org does for the commercial and wider web world.
There have been successful experiments in publishing Schema.org structured data from library discovery
interfaces. In 2012 OCLC started embedding Schema.org into the millions of pages in WorldCat, a feature
that continues today. More recently, the National Library Board of Singapore introduced a set of static web
pages to mirror, and link to, its (OPAC) catalogue pages. These Schema.org enriched pages attract
significant traffic from search engines and thence on to the catalogue itself.
However, holding back Schema.org development in libraries is the old problem of how to get from recordbased data to the entity-based descriptions in an agreed, standard way. So, what is going to get us from here
to the there of libraries being part of the web platform, like the rest of the commercial world? We have most
of the building blocks in place.
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I would like to introduce an initiative that will bridge these recent developments and enable a way forward.
Bibframe2Schema.org is a W3C community initiative, of which I am Chair, to create reference mappings and
software from BIFRAME 2.0 to Schema.org. It builds upon the entity extraction and standard Linked Data
description established by BIBFRAME to provide a de facto approach to publishing bibliographic data in a form
that is consumable by search engines.

By building on the shoulders of what has gone before, it will mean that, as libraries continue on the road to
introduce BIBFRAME-based Linked Data catalogues, they will only have to take a simple step further to expose
the benefits of all that effort to the wider population, making their resources discoverable to all who could
benefit from them. No longer just a window for people to search through, but part of the normal, data-enabled
web. We are not there yet, but the stepping-stones from here are already becoming visible.
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The multiculturalism of metadata
Alexandra De Pretto, Data and Systems Librarian, National Library of Scotland

If ever I am asked to explain in layman’s terms what my job is about, the first word that comes to mind with
regards to the data aspect is “translation”. Indeed, the more I consider it, the more analogies I can make
between the experience of navigating between different languages and the work I do with library metadata.
Over the course of my life, at different stages and at different levels, I have had the opportunity to interact with
seven languages. Being confronted by linguistic differences brings challenges and opportunities. I am an “inbetween”, which doesn’t sound very glamorous, but it makes you pretty polyvalent.
As a data and systems librarian I am no more trained to catalogue than I am capable of mastering seven
distinct languages, but I can translate from one to another, in line with my knowledge and ability. This has a lot
of advantages and I would like to use this analogy to tell you something of my daily work as Data and Systems
Librarian at the National Library of Scotland. In spite of not being a trained cataloguer, CILIP’s Metadata and
Discovery Group – until recently the Cataloguing and Indexing Group – is the most fitting special interest group
for my skills, role and interests, and as such I have been a committee member of the Cataloguing and Indexing
Group in Scotland for the past three years.
All of the data and systems work I do tends towards the same aim, which is to improve the accessibility and
discoverability of the library’s collections: I do this by making the data more consistent, transforming it, or
moving it around. It is an indirect form of communication, which is most effective by listening to users’ needs
and keeping aware of developments in existing and emerging standards, in the same way as one keeps the
knowledge of a language alive by practicing and learning.
The diversity of the National Library of Scotland’s collections means that my work varies from working with
traditional metadata formats to more modern ones, which I will illustrate with a few examples. Ultimately
however, such ‘translation services’ as I provide are not sustainable; the data exchange environment is fast
evolving and libraries need to consider how to best adapt by looking beyond current standards and practices,
and ask themselves whether dealing with so many ‘languages’ within a common cultural context is really the
best way forward.

From unstructured to structured data
An example of such data translation work is my work on the National Bibliography of Scotland. One of the
National Library of Scotland’s earliest bibliographies is “A list of books printed in Scotland before 1701” by H.G.
Aldis, first published in 1904.1 This resource is in text format, with 6,682 entries currently recorded in a Word
document and made available on our website in html format. In other words, this listing doesn’t provide much
flexibility in manipulating the content; no standard is followed beyond that of the bibliographic transcription and
the data is quite sparse:
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Figure 1: Sample of the Aldis Word document listing

‘Translating’ the standard form of entry in the bibliography starts with the conversion of Word into XML in order
to have a more flexible format to work with. Patterns in the entries – words that occur regularly, brackets, dots,
digits, or carriage returns – can be analysed and inconsistencies corrected to allow the various entries to be
broken down into individual elements. The outcome is a listing of entries with added context:

Figure 2: More structure added and splitting of the various data elements

1

More information about the Aldis list can be found at: https://www.nls.uk/catalogues/scottish-books-1505-1700/introduction
[accessed 20/02/2020]
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A large proportion of entries have ESTC reference numbers that, once isolated, can be match to the English
Short Title Catalogue in order to obtain complete records. Other entries require additional manual
involvement but with the result as above, it is possible to produce the skeleton of a record. I rely on
cataloguing colleagues – the language experts – to correct mistakes and fine-tune the information extracted
through those automated processes. The aim is to have MARC 21 records that can be loaded in our library
management system in order to populate an integrated national bibliography for Scotland.2
A local idiom
For historical reasons, the National Library of Scotland has developed in-house schemas for specific
collections, one of them being the Moving Image Archive (MIA) collection. This data needs to be manipulated
in order to be sent to the European Film Gateway (EFG), a portal for historical film archives. Whilst the
Library follows the International Federation of Film Archives (FIAF) guidelines in how to describe films, some
fields contain a lot of unstructured data and require a high level of interpretation. This is notably the case for
the credits field, in which roles and names are recorded. It is a rich source of data, but extracting and
analysing the content of this field is particularly challenging. Here is an example:

Figure 3: Example of source MIA “Description Credits” field

2

For more information on the National Bibliography of Scotland, see: Vincent, Helen; Cunnea; Paul; De Pretto, Alexandra (2018),
From Scottish Bibliographies Online to National Bibliography of Scotland: Reinventing a National Bibliography for the 21st Century.
Paper presented at IFLA WLIC 2018 in Session 244, available at: http://library.ifla.org/2275/ [accessed 16/03/2020]
3

filmstandards.org, Standards and Specifications, available at: http://filmstandards.org/fsc/ [accessed 28/02/2020]
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EFG uses a highly structured schema,3 which requires the differentiation of agents as Person and agents as
Corporate Body. In a similar fashion to the Aldis example, this data can be repurposed with the following
result:

Figure 4: ‘Magic’ applied to the “Description Credits” field from example in fig. 3

This example demonstrates that following guidelines for content is not in itself enough: data that is hard to
interpret for humans is practically unusable for machine processing, except in a limited capacity, such as
relying on keyword searches for discovery. This transformation work is laborious and far from perfect: not
everything has been included and not all issues are sorted. Further data analysis could remedy this problem
to a certain extent, although a better scenario would be to alter the source data to reduce ambiguity and
review how it is encoded. However, would that be enough?
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Working with structured data
Manuscripts and Archives is another important collection within the National Library of Scotland. This dataset
follows the Encoded Archival Description (EAD) standard, which is highly structured and appropriate to this
type of collection and can be used effectively by a discovery system that has been designed for archival
material. However, our primary discovery system cannot interpret EAD without significant intervention.
Relevant EAD source elements need to be mapped to the most appropriate field of the schema used by our
discovery system. In doing so, some elements don’t transfer well – the hierarchies are partly lost, and with
them the clear relationships between collections and sub-collection; in some cases the data is dropped
completely.
This raises a number of questions: how much data is enough to ensure discoverability of the material we
hold? Are we using the right standards and systems to describe and display our collections? Are we
publishing our data in the right places?

From local to global
Over the years, information professionals have developed a diversity of metadata encoding and descriptive
standards for specific purposes or types of material. Libraries are now faced with the increasingly pressing
challenge of making their metadata available for web based services. There is no simple solution, but getting
a clear understanding of some of these issues is a step in the right direction.
One example has been converting the Library’s digitised collections metadata to the Europeana Data Model
(EDM) in order to integrate these collections into the Europeana portal. The Library’s Digital Objects
Database (DOD) is an in-house system containing descriptive metadata for display and discovery of digital
content on an interface exclusive to the National Library of Scotland. This database is constructed around the
concept of records of a hierarchical nature.
EDM on the other hand, is an RDF based data model in which there is no concept of record or hierarchy, as it
is built on triple statements connecting subjects to objects via properties. EDM is designed for the description
of resources and their digital representations and adopts “an open, cross-domain Semantic Web-based
framework that can accommodate the range and richness of particular community standards”.4 The model
has the ability to express relationships between three core classes (“Provided Cultural Heritage Object”, “Web
Resource” and “Aggregation”) and contextual classes (e.g. “Agent”, “Place” or “Concept”). Unique Resource
Identifiers (URIs) from controlled vocabularies are fully integrated in the model for properties and are strongly
encouraged for as many other data elements as possible. Data in EDM can easily be processed by
applications; the model is also flexible enough to integrate external sources of information.

4

Europeana (2014), Europeana Data Model primer, p. 5, available at: https://pro.europeana.eu/files/Europeana_Professional/
Share_your_data/Technical_requirements/EDM_Documentation/EDM_Primer_130714.pdf [accessed 11/03/2020]
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The lengthy but interesting exercise of mapping our DOD data to EDM brought into focus some of the
limitations of working with a dataset based primarily on text and records. One of the challenges is to ensure
data extracted from the DOD retains its meaning in a different context, as I explain with the example below:

Figure 5: Original DOD data extract

Whilst we use controlled vocabularies for keyword, name and place information, as can be seen with the
“keywordAuthority” attribute, this has been following traditional authority control management practices, which
rely on using a unique form of name,5 and in general on recording labels rather than identifiers; numbers
referred to in this extract are DOD system numbers with no contextual information once extracted from the
system. EDM uses established ontologies to define RDF properties (e.g. dc:creator using the Dublin Core
schema) and encourages the use of Unique Resource Identifiers for classes. A compromise had to be found
for our data, which was done by pre-fixing those with contextual information, e.g. #Resource:74482268, as
demonstrated below:

Figure 6: Extract of EDM converted DOD data for the ProvidedCHO class

5

Armitage A., Cuneo M.J., Quintana I. & al. (2020), ISNI and traditional authority work, in: Italian Journal of Library, Archives and
Information Science, 11, 1, 2020, p. 154, available at: https://doi.org/10.4403/jlis.it-12554 [accessed 16/03/2020]
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The data above describes the “Provided Cultural Heritage Object” core class, which includes references to
contextual classes such as Keyword, Agent and Place, which are represented as follows:

Figure 7: Extract of EDM converted DOD data for Agent, Place and Concept

In an ideal world, rather than using local identifiers, each contextual class would link to the external URI
available from AAT, LCNA and TGN vocabularies, which we use in our source database. Such identifiers have
not been routinely recorded in our systems in the past, but we now record TGN identifiers for place information
and this can be seen in the owl:sameAs property.
Making use of controlled vocabularies, therefore, whilst important, is not enough, given the increased need for
connectivity and efficiencies. Seeing our digitised collections data in EDM demonstrates the potential of
semantic web enrichment and linking resources internally and externally in a way not possible with our current
set-up. Collections become much more accessible to web-based search engines and services, with the added
benefit that machines as well as humans can interpret this data.
As highlighted by one of the OCLC Project Passage’s participants, “Querying existing bibliographic and
authority data has always helped catalogers understand ‘what is already out there’ and subsequently, add to it.
We will just be doing this task more efficiently by a singular factual statement on entities/relationships rather
than by endlessly populating strings over and over on a record-by-record basis.”6

6

Knudson Davis Kalan (2020), An insider’s look at “Project Passage” in seven linked data lessons, six constants, five changes … and
four webcomics, available at: http://www.oclc.org/blog/main/insiders-look-at-project-passage/?
utm_source=SFMC&utm_medium=email&utm_content=vol23-no5-feature-article-join-oclc-at-pla-2020&utm_campaign=oclc-abstractsvol23&utm_term=OCLC%20Abstracts_COMM [accessed 10/03/20]
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Concluding thoughts
Libraries are rich in descriptive metadata, which is, after all, the means by which a library delivers a wide range
of services. There is, however, a much greater potential. Libraries and related disciplines have been working
with structured data using a variety of standards for a long time, but if, as metadata librarians, we don’t
embrace new developments and technologies, we replicate the same problems: isolation, miscommunication
(ambiguity) and lack of efficiency: we are essentially lost in translation.
In its new metadata strategy, the British Library highlights the fact that legacy infrastructure and standards have
to some extent become hindrances to the opportunities presented by metadata. As efficiencies become
increasingly dependent on automated workflows, their aim is for a more integrated approach based around a
uniform, system-neutral metadata model for all collections. This is also motivated by the opportunity for a
“coherent resource discovery” user experience.
If you have ever spent a number of years learning a foreign language at school, you will no doubt remember
the requirement to learn the rules of grammar methodically, which you then applied more rigidly than the native
speaker. Then comes the day when you are comfortable enough in your knowledge of the language that you
can let go and, without fully compromising the rules, be less constrained and converse more fluidly.
Our discovery systems may provide an adequate service, but they still rely on outdated library based encoding
and formats that require significant human intervention for customising, transforming, linking or maintaining.
Being more resilient for the future should start by reviewing existing systems and practices, coordinating which
standards are used, and reviewing data models. This is something that the National Library of Scotland has
started doing through developing metadata principles and a standards matrix, and setting up a working group to
review use of unique identifiers for specific entities. More remains to be done to expand our horizons, not least
develop our own metadata strategy.
Let’s not lose sight that, for libraries, metadata is the foundation for effective communication about amazing
resources.

7

The British Library, Foundations for the future: The British Library’s Collection Metadata Strategy 2019-2023, p.3, available at: https://
www.bl.uk/collection-metadata/strategy-and-standards [accessed 06/03/20]
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Library data as linked open data
Jason Evans, National Wikimedian at the National Library of Wales

Libraries have changed. Around the turn of the last century new public libraries were being built in towns and
cities all over Britain. The Scottish-American businessman and philanthropist Andrew Carnegie funded more
than 2,500 new libraries around the world, and here in Wales the National Library was established in 1907. For
many years the library catalogue was no more than ink on paper: card indexes in deep wooden drawers,
painstakingly compiled by humans. Both the appetite for building libraries and the way in which they operate
have changed somewhat in the intervening century but the core purpose of the library is very much the same –
to give access to knowledge, literature and learning.
At the National Library of Wales we still use some of our old card indexes. Archive collections tend to be
indexed by category and subcategory and many have been annotated by catalogers, noting related documents.
In its simplest form, this is linked data – the ability to make connections across collections based on a number
of different common factors such as author, subject or place.

Figure 1: An old card index at the National Library of Wales
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So, if our aim is to give the best access possible to our users, both our MARC21 data for printed material and
our Dublin Core archive and manuscript data have certain shortcomings. This is both down to the way the data
is structured and the way we give access to it. At the National Library of Wales we have been exploring the
benefits and challenges of converting to linked open data. To date this has been done by experimenting on a
reasonably small scale using the established infrastructure of Wikidata.
Wikidata is part of the Wikimedia Foundation’s family of websites – you may have heard of its flagship site
Wikipedia. Much like Wikipedia, Wikidata is open, editable, and reusable by anyone. It is part of the Wikimedia
Foundation’s vision of a world in which everyone has access to the sum of all human knowledge, and, as the
name suggests, Wikidata’s contribution is in the form of data. Originally created about 6 years ago to help
connect related Wikipedia articles in different languages, Wikidata has flourished into a massive open data set
with data about just about everything, from the human genome to people, places, events, literature, and all
sorts of other ‘things’. At the time of writing, Wikidata describes nearly 85 million ‘things’. What makes
Wikidata so powerful, other than the fact that institutions and individuals can contribute or make use of the data
freely, is that it is linked data, rather than text based data – it’s ‘things’ not ‘strings’. Behind the interface,
Wikidata looks very much like RDF.1 Each item has a unique identifier (a Q number) along with a label and
description which can be added in over 300 languages, making this a multilingual dataset. Items are then
described using an unlimited number of statements, also known as triples. The dataset already contains over a
billion such statements.

Figure 2: Annotated example of a Wikidata Item

1

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Relation_between_properties_in_RDF_and_in_Wikidata
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By converting catalogue data to linked open data on Wikidata we are essentially taking the metadata ‘fields’
and matching them to Wikidata ‘properties’; in other words we are the converting text ‘strings’ that inhabit
those metadata fields and matching them to Wikidata items (things). For example, if the value of a metadata
field for place of publication is ‘Aberystwyth’ we will match this to the Wikidata item about Aberystwyth
(Q213154). This means that our data no longer simply states ‘Aberystwyth’ as the place of publication in a
human readable way, but creates a connection, in a machine-readable way, to all the data Wikidata holds
about Aberystwyth, such as the type of town, its date of inception, its population, and its coordinate location.
Wikidata also acts as a hub for external identifiers, and the item for Aberystwyth includes information such as
the WorldCat ID, VIAF ID, and the Library of Congress authority ID for the town.2
As you might imagine, transforming standard metadata effectively into this format has its challenges.
Mapping metadata field types to the relevant Wikidata properties is pretty straight-forward, but matching text
strings to the correct Wikidata items takes more time. Wikidata has 13 items called ‘Aberystwyth’. Most are
paintings, but there is also an item for a hymn and one for a 19th century merchant ship. There are tools
which allow you to filter out these irrelevant items, such as OpenRefine, but often an element of manual
checking is required. This is particularly true when dealing with creators of works – untangling 50 different
John Joneses and ensuring each has their own data item with at least some biographical data is no small
task, trust me. Often this problem is compounded by a lack of consistency in the way data is presented in
MARC fields.
Despite the challenges we have seen some interesting results. We took data for the Peniarth Collection –
some 540 medieval manuscripts – and converted it to linked data. Some data fields mapped easily to the
new format, but much of the useful descriptive data for the items formed a text description in a ‘scope and
context’ field. This was teased apart using patterns in the text to identify scribes, authors, and works
contained in the manuscripts. We found that many of the authors and scribes were already in Wikidata
thanks in part to our previous work to share data for the Dictionary of Welsh Biography. Once all this data
was matched up to Wikidata, we found that we had access to a much richer dataset than before. Using
Wikidata’s query service you can query every element of the data. So, for example, we could easily isolate
works by an individual scribe, or discover which scribes worked on the same manuscripts. We could
generate lists of manuscripts by genre and main subject, as well as access newly connected information such
as biographical data about authors. So, for example, we could return a list of items in the collection authored
by women born in the 15th century, or manuscripts that included works about the Roman Empire written in
Welsh. And because Wikidata allows institutions to add their own identifiers to items on Wikidata we
discovered that other institutions held different versions of some of the manuscripts in our collection, or other
manuscripts with the same authors or scribe. The opportunity for research is massively increased both by the
nature of the structured data and by the ease of access to the data through Wikidata’s query service and suite
of visualisation tools.3

2

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q213154

3

https://blog.library.wales/treasured-manuscript-collection-gets-the-wikidata-treatment/
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Figure 3: Scribes of Peniarth Manuscripts and the works with which they are associated

As well as sharing data through Wikimedia platforms we have also contributed to Wikipedia and Wikimedia
Commons, where we have shared around 20,000 openly licenced images of photographs, artworks and other
digitised content. Wikidata can then be used to describe this content using linked data. Again, the process of
transforming our data led to an enrichment of our data record. Matching tags of places depicted in images to
place items on Wikidata meant we gained access to coordinate data, and so we could explore the collection
on a map for the first time. We also gained access to a wealth of information about the artists, the types of
things depicted in images, and other institutions who also held either works depicting those things, or works
by the same artists.
We have also seen other positive outcomes from making our data open. Wikidata applies a CC0 licence to
all its data, and most of the images we have shared to Wikimedia Commons are in the public domain. This
means that our content can be freely reused by anyone. We have seen our content used in thousands of
Wikipedia articles, garnering millions of views every month. Authors, historians, curators, and the media have
used our free open content to enrich their own resources, but increasingly we are seeing that by ‘round
tripping’ our improved, structured open data we can develop and improve our own online services.
We worked with volunteers to develop a prototype for a linked data portal for exploring our open digital
images, by adapting existing open source software. The result is the ‘Dwynwen’ website which allows users
to search over 17,000 images in ways that are simply not possible with our standard catalogue data. You can
even view content on a map based on places depicted in the images.
We will also shortly be releasing an interactive timeline for the Dictionary of Welsh Biography which is
powered by Wikidata, open images from Wikimedia Commons, and text from Wikipedia.
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As Wikidata has grown it has increasingly become a hub for describing publications. Scholarly articles in
particular now make up 31% of Wikidata.4 One of the driving forces behind the use of Wikidata in this way is
to improve accuracy of content on Wikipedia. Creating a central, open, structured dataset of scholarly
content makes it easier for Wikipedia editors to locate and cite reliable content for Wikipedia. Discussions as
part of the WikiCite initiative suggest that in the long term all citations on Wikipedia could be standardized
across all languages using linked data. It would mean Wikipedia users could access all those external
identifiers used on Wikidata to see who holds copies of a book or paper, where it was available online, and
how it was licenced for reuse. With this in mind the National Library of Wales recently shared over 30,000
catalogue entries from the Welsh bibliography on Wikidata.
This task presented a number of challenges. Because each piece of data has to link to another Wikidata
item, text strings for publishers and authors either had to be matched to existing data items or the data had to
be added. We found that one publisher might appear in dozens of different formats in our metadata. Some
records gave publisher names in Welsh, others in English. This meant a lot of checks and processing using
OpenRefine and Excel in order to clean the data. Hundreds of Welsh publishers and authors were added to
Wikidata, and whilst finding, disambiguating, and locating information about all the publishers was a
manageable task, the same cannot be said for authors. 13,000 works are now linked to items for over 2000
unique authors. However, we were not able to identify and match the remaining authors in the time we had.
Many of the authors were identified by matching our data with other datasets. For example, 4536 items were
matched to OCLC bibliographic records,5 11386 have universal ISBN numbers,6 and 6941 were matched to
Open Library records.7 This approach of connecting with different datasets is key to cleaning up and
converting to linked data. Restructuring our data in this way at scale will depend on close collaboration
across the sector.
Although the transition to linked data in libraries is still a fairly new idea, there are some notable examples of
the use of not only linked data, but also open and collaborative data, being used to enrich user experiences.
The Biblioteca Nacional de España (BNE) in Spain has created linked data for its entire catalogue, allowing
them to create a powerful search engine which incorporates open text from Wikipedia. 8 At the National
Library of the Netherlands, the OCR text of their online newspaper archive has been enriched with Wikidata
entities, improving search and linking users to a wealth of additional information about people, places and
events identified within the text. The National Library of Sweden has also begun sharing their national
bibliography with Wikidata.
There seems to be a growing acceptance that linked data will form part of the next chapter in the ever
changing landscape of library and information services. It offers more powerful search and discovery tools,
more consistent and complete data, and better access for users. It will also allow us to begin connecting and
aligning data between institutions, creating one huge global dataset. The open and collaborative elements of
a system like Wikidata mean that we can work together with our partners and with our communities to
develop, enrich, and research our data in new ways. This collaborative approach also helps mitigate some of
the obvious and inevitable challenges the adoption of linked data presents, and allows us, as a sector, to pool
resources in order to improve data, and ultimately to continue to serve as essential providers of knowledge.

4

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Statistics
Wikidata query for NLW works with OCLC ids
6
Wikidata query for NLW works with ISBN numbers
7
Wikidata query for NLW works with Open Library ids
8
The BNE ‘Datos’ linked data portal
9
van Veen T., Lonij J., Faber W.J. (2016) Linking Named Entities in Dutch Historical Newspapers. In: Garoufallou E.,
Subirats Coll I., Stellato A., Greenberg J. (eds) Metadata and Semantics Research. MTSR 2016. Communications in
Computer and Information Science, vol 672. Springer, Cham
5
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MARC transformed: MARC and XML – the perfect partnership?
Heather Rosie, EThOS Repository Metadata Manager, The British Library

Introduction
I first met a very British version of MARC (Machine Readable Cataloguing) in 1983, straight out of university. I
didn't know anything about cataloguing, indexing, classification, or data. MARC made sense of it all. AACR2
(Anglo-American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd Edition) was impenetrable without MARC as a framework. LCSH
(Library of Congress Subject Headings) and DDC (Dewey Decimal Classification) seemed like a foreign
language. MARC gave the rules structure and validity. MARC made the rules live. And, as time progressed,
MARC matured and developed into MARC 21. For me, this was the beginning of a life-long love affair with
MARC.
But, in 1996, MARC's world was turned upside down when XML (Extensible Markup Language) appeared.
MARC was no longer the only kid on the block. And XML knew all about the Internet, linked data, and OAIPMH (Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting). XML was in the cloud; MARC was firmly on
the ground. Users were falling out of love with MARC. It was time to re-evaluate the qualities that made MARC
great in the first place – and some help was needed. Luckily, help was at hand in the form of two very clever
desktop software packages, MarcEdit and MARC Report. These invaluable tools have made MARC pivotal in
the world of bibliographic data transformation. Without MARC, EThOS (E-Theses Online Service) would not be
the unique aggregation of thesis data that it is today. EThOS makes it easy to Find, Identify, Select and Obtain 1
a UK doctoral thesis because it is based on good quality, de-duplicated bibliographic data. And this data
originated as XML, was transformed by MARC, and then returned to XML. The perfect partnership.

MARC, XML and Dublin Core
So how do we get MARC to play in an XML world? The solution is not to convert MARC ISO 2709 to MARC
XML; if consumers of MARC XML are not familiar with the MARC 21 Bibliographic Format or cataloguing
standards (AACR2; RDA – Resource Description and Access) the data won't be any more re-usable than the
original MARC format. But the answer is to convert MARC to XML – just not 'MARC XML'. This is where
Dublin Core has a role. Dublin Core does not have the complexities of MARC 21, but its simplicity has made it
the de facto format for data exchange in the Institutional Repository landscape. Unfortunately, this usually
means the ‘simple' Dublin Core format, and this is too restrictive. It is possible, however, to develop a more
sophisticated format using all the elements available in Qualified Dublin Core (QDC), and adding any further
required elements that are not defined in the QDC schema. This is the solution developed by EThOS, the
British Library's national e-thesis service.

1

https://www.oclc.org/research/activities/frbr.html
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EThOS (Electronic Theses Online Service)
EThOS was launched in 2009 to replace a document supply service based on microfilm reproductions. The
initial aim was to digitise the hard copy collections of each UK university. Demand for digital material was many
times higher than the old microfilm service and, at its inception, EThOS focused on digitisation, somewhat to
the detriment of resource discovery. The indexing and discovery side of the service was based on the
migration of around 250,000 MARC 21 catalogue records from the British Library's Integrated Library System,
Aleph, via a newly developed Dublin Core-based XML schema – UKETD_DC (UK E-Theses and Dissertations
Dublin Core). The EThOS Application Profile for this schema uses thirteen QDC elements (some with
attributes to make them more specific) and nine newly defined ‘uketdterms' elements particular to the ‘thesis'
material type (e.g. Qualification Name and Qualification Level). The schema could accommodate all the MARC
elements in the source data (apart from coded fields) and included elements not present in catalogue records
(e.g. funding bodies).
The new schema was developed to facilitate the harvesting of metadata from every UK university, because the
ultimate aim of EThOS is to index and provide free, immediate access to the full-text digital content of every
doctoral thesis awarded in the UK. At the time of writing (May 2020) EThOS holds 555,000 records and
provides access to 342,000 digital theses (60%).

Figure 1: Proportion of UK doctoral theses available in digital form (May 2020)

OAI-PMH and MarcEdit
The established standard for metadata exchange in the Open Access community is OAI-PMH. This is a webbased XML transfer protocol. It involves constructing an HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) request in a web
browser to generate an XML response that can be downloaded, transformed, and edited. For those in the
library community more familiar with MARC than XML, the obvious data transformation is XML to MARC. And
there is a fabulous tool available for just this job – MarcEdit.
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MarcEdit is a 'free to download' software application for editing and processing MARC data. It is in use by
thousands of people worldwide and includes a host of utilities for bulk data processing. One of these is an OAI
Harvester. OAI-PMH is intended to be a low-barrier protocol for data exchange, which essentially means
specialist software is not required. It is possible to harvest metadata using just a web browser, but constructing
the syntax can be complicated, and the data is returned in 'chunks' (i.e. separate files of less than 1,000
records) due to flow control measures used to "throttle incoming requests from harvesters". 2 The data is also
returned as XML and, if you want to use MARC processing utilities, you need that data transformed to MARC.
The MarcEdit OAI Harvester makes the harvesting and transformation of XML data very easy. It includes the
following elements:
1. A template to complete all the details required to construct a harvesting query.
2. Default XSLT (eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) to transform the harvested XML data to
MARC 'on the fly'. The list of style sheets can be modified and extended according to the user's
requirements.
3. A behind-the-scenes utility to concatenate the 'chunks' of harvested data into a single MARC file.
Running a harvest takes seconds – and the result is a single MARC file that cataloguers and bibliographic
metadata specialists can review and edit for their own specific purposes. Terry Reese, the developer of
MarcEdit, refers to MARC in the context of OAI harvesting as sitting at the centre of a wheel in a 'spoke-andwheel design'. In his article on 'automated metadata harvesting' he says "… This architecture allows metadata
conversions to be created without the need to know directly how the individual metadata elements relate to
elements within different schemas. Once a new spoke has been added to the wheel, it becomes crosswalkable to any other spoke on that wheel."3 In other words, MARC is the transitionary format that sits between
one XML schema and any other XML schema.

Quality Control, Bulk Data Editing and MARC Report
Once the transformation from XML to MARC has been done, the resulting metadata file needs to be reviewed
and edited to meet the requirements of the product or service it is to be used for, and a great tool for doing just
that is MARC Report.
MARC Report is a 'paid for' desktop application originally developed for the quality control of MARC 21
bibliographic records – hence the name (it was an error 'reporting' system). It was developed by Deborah and
Richard Fritz of TMQ (The MARC of Quality), who are also the authors of MARC21 for Everyone: A Practical
Guide.4 The software contains thousands of automated checks on the structure and content of MARC 21
bibliographic records created using the AACR2 or RDA cataloguing rules. It is also highly configurable by the
end user.

2

https://www.openarchives.org/OAI/2.0/guidelines-repository.htm (2.5 Flow Control)

3

Reese, T. (2008). "Automated Metadata Harvesting: Low-Barrier MARC Record Generation from OAI-PMH Repository
Stores Using MarcEdit". Library Resources & Technical Services, 53(2), pp.121-134. ISSN (0024-2527). DOI 10.5860/
lrts.53n2.121
4

Fritz, Deborah A. (2002). MARC21 for Everyone: A Practical Guide. ALA Editions
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In addition to quality checks on individual bibliographic records, the software contains multiple utilities for bulk
data processing, including MARC 21 to XML and XML to MARC 21 transformations using XSLT. The utilities
enable a user to:
•
•
•
•
•

Split and concatenate MARC files
Import and export text files
Import Excel files
Sort and de-duplicate MARC records
Generate statistical reports on the content of a MARC file (number of occurrences of tags, length of fields,
etc.)

Two of the main features of MARC Report are 'MARC Review' and 'MARC Global' (the latter is an 'add-on'
piece of software). MARC Review is a TDM (Text & Data Mining) tool for MARC files, particularly useful when
the files include abstracts, as is the case with EThOS data. Any file of MARC records, no matter the size, can
be analysed using 'patterns' based on the content of selected MARC tags. Analysis is by text string (rather
than key word) and includes the ability to incorporate Perl Compatible Regular Expressions.
MARC Global is a bulk data editing tool. Fields and subfields can be added, deleted, copied, changed, and reordered. Data within tags can be changed, normalised, and de-duplicated, again with the option to use regular
expressions. Automated 'scripts' for batch processing can be written without the need for programming
knowledge.
The combination of individual record review and edit, bulk data analysis and manipulation, import and export of
different data formats, and user configurability makes MARC Report/MARC Global a very powerful MARC
processing software suite.
Repository Metadata vs. Catalogue Records
Data transformations from XML to MARC to XML are integral to any transfer of data between different
institutional systems. For universities and national libraries, or other related research institutions that have both
a catalogue (based on MARC records) and an institutional repository (based on DC XML records), the ability to
transfer records between systems is a key requirement. Data is not stored in either of these systems in the
same format it is exchanged; the format for data storage is determined by system developers. The expertise
for the export, sharing, and import of data, therefore, lies with metadata experts, not software developers.
The British Library has always included bibliographic MARC records in its catalogue.5 Implementing a
specialist service for UK PhD theses did not mean that records would no longer be included in this catalogue,
but the primary source of data for the discovery and retrieval of doctoral theses changed from a MARC-based
system to a DC-based system. The main mechanism for populating the thesis database changed from
individual record creation by cataloguers to bulk record load from institutional repository harvests. The data
flow for EThOS is now:
OAI UKETD_DC XML => MARC21 ISO2709 => UKETD_DC XML => MARC21 ISO2709 (RDA)
The systems exporting, transforming, and importing this data are:
Institutional Repository => MarcEdit => MARC Report/MARC Global => EThOS and Aleph/Primo

5

Explore the British Library: http://explore.bl.uk/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?vid=BLVU1
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This type of complex workflow is only possible because it incorporates quality review and editing as part of the
transformation. The data requirements for each of these systems and services are different, even though there
are common elements. The requirements of an individual university repository differ from the requirements of
an aggregating service like EThOS which, in turn, differ from the requirements of a catalogue. The policies,
standards, and rules that determine the requirements are also very different, especially for catalogue records
where the standards are more exacting. The container (MARC or XML) is actually a pretty insignificant aspect
of the data transformation – it is merely the vehicle that allows the data to be accepted by the system it is being
transferred to or from. It is a common misconception that data transfers only require a change of 'container'.
Whilst the data may be transferred, the end result – the service or product the data underpins – will be severely
compromised if the data being transferred is not reviewed and edited to meet the requirements of that service
or product.
Conclusions
How do we evaluate the success of a web-based service that has largely been built on data transformations
between MARC and XML? Number of visits to the website? Number of downloads? Positive feedback? All
of these? If it is the latter, then EThOS ticks all the boxes. But how about novel use of the aggregated
metadata set for research purposes? In her 2016 article,6 Sara Gould, British Library Repository Services
Lead, mentions three case studies that used the EThOS metadata set to generate new knowledge and data
(undertaken by the Alzheimer's Society, Royal Society of Chemistry and the FLAX Language Learning Project).
More recently, a collaboration between EThOS, the Library's Technical Lead for the UK Web Archive, and Dr
Peter Murray-Rust (chemist and open access advocate) has looked at the value of bringing metadata and fulltext together to surface new information about coronavirus and the current Covid-19 pandemic.7 This type of
research only generates valid and verifiable results if the (meta)dataset is accurate, consistent, and
comprehensive as far as is possible. EThOS is pretty unique in the arena of aggregating services with regard
to the 'cleanness' of the dataset, as noted by Markus Hauru in a 2020 GitHub post ("The first observation to
make is that the data is remarkably clean").8 Other aggregating services, such as NDLTD, CORE, and even
Google, focus on volume of data rather than integrity of the data corpus. In the case of EThOS, using MARC
as a transitionary format has produced a dataset capable of playing a small, but significant, role in a world of
massive aggregators – a fitting tribute to a format that is still proving its value today, almost 60 years after it
was first invented.

6

Gould, S. (2016). "UK theses and the British Library EThOS service: from supply on demand to repository
linking", Interlending & Document Supply, 44(1), pp. 7-13. ISSN (0264-1615). DOI 10.1108/ILDS-10-2015-0033
7

Jackson, A. (2020). “Bringing Metadata and Full-text Together”. British Library Digital Scholarship blog. https://
blogs.bl.uk/digital-scholarship/2020/05/bringing-metadata-full-text-together.html
8

Hauru, M. “Exploring trends in UK academia using PhD thesis metadata”, https://github.com/mhauru/EThOS-analysis/
blob/master/analysis.ipynb (accessed 25 May 2020)
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Data manipulation using MarcEdit
Concetta La Spada, Senior Metadata Librarian, Cambridge University Press
Twitter: @ConcettaLaSpada

One of my duties, as Senior Metadata Librarian at Cambridge University Press (CUP), is to modify records
according to librarians’ requests. It is one of the most interesting of my duties.
And with MarcEdit, the data manipulation program created by Terry Reese, it can be done quite easily.
The below screenshot is of a set of MARC records which I have manipulated. The library wanted all the
records that they received from CUP to be easily identified. Their deal with us is called Evidence-Based
Acquisition (EBA). Through this deal libraries can have access to our collections (full, or specific collections
only) for a time, usually six months or one year, and after that decide whether to continue with the deal or
purchase the titles that have been used the most by their users. At the end of this period, if they don’t continue
with the deal, MARC records will have to be removed from their online catalogues. By adding a special field to
identify the batch belonging to the EBA deal with CUP, the removal process will be much easier.

For every library who has asked for this kind of manipulation within their records, I have created “tasks” within
MarcEdit, so that the process has become a sort of automated one. I simply click on the corresponding task
and, in a few seconds, fields are removed and modified accordingly to what is requested. The first time I used
the program, it gave me the feeling that I had real control of the data. I could use it in every way I wished. In
fact, nowadays, I don’t think about the MARC records I create (my main duty is to catalogue our eBooks, with
new ones published every month) as a single kind of metadata. I feel more aware that the data I am putting
together could potentially be used for other metadata formats. It makes me even more conscious that the good
quality of it must be my utmost concern. Otherwise, any mistake will multiply the more that data is used.
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In a way, the manipulation I have illustrated above was quite easy.
Specific requests all together
A more intriguing scenario is when there are multiple fields to be removed or modified.
The below case is the case of a library who asked us for the following specification:
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When I saw it first I thought that it would have required careful planning, but that it would be very interesting to
be able to provide something like this. In MarcEdit, after opening the set of records that has to be modified,
we click on Tools – Manage Tasks – Create new tasks:

Even in a case with as many modifications as this one, there weren’t any particularly difficulties because the
program provides many options to choose from. In this way, it is possible to create any kind of record,
according to specific requests.
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And it doesn’t matter how many records there are in a single batch. The process will require only seconds for
small batches, and a few minutes for big ones. It is very important, though, to make sure that the changes
made do not enter into conflict with anything else. I am thinking specifically of the 008 field: “Field 008 contains
40 character positions (00-39) that provide coded information about the record as a whole and about special
bibliographic aspects of the item being catalogued. These coded data elements are potentially useful for
retrieval and data management purposes.”1 So it is fundamental that, when this field is modified, like in the
case I have illustrated, any modification does not alter its structure in an incorrect way. For this reason I always
check MARC records batches with a very useful tool. The MARC Validator:

This tool picks up any errors, cataloguing or structural, within the selected batch and gives them back in a list,
so that cataloguers can see which records are affected – and how – and can modify the “Task” they have
created accordingly. Being the only one doing metadata manipulation of this kind, I do not have anyone else
who can check my work, so this tool is fundamental to me.
The importance of knowing cataloguing rules and MARC 21 format
A case that proves how, in order to modify records according to cataloguing rules, the person creating the task
has to have a deep knowledge of cataloguing rules, and of the MARC 21 format’s structure, is the following
one. A library asked that all their records had the subfield $h (“Medium” subfield) in every 245 field (Title field)
with the data [electronic resource].
You may think, ok, it is just one subfield, what is the difficulty?

1

Cataloger’s Reference Shelf by The Library Corporation, https://www.itsmarc.com/crs/crs.htm
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Well, the first thing is that the subfield $h has to be “attached” to the last word of the subfield $a (“Main title”
subfield) with no spaces. In order to solve this I needed to take all the data from the 245 field, in every record
of course, and use it to create a new 245 field that would include a subfield $h. First I had to copy the data of
the 245 subfield $a into a new field, 247, including the indicators; then to add the subfield $h to it, and then to
create a new 245 field. This new field would be composed of the 247’s subfield $a, and the subfields $c
(“Statement of responsibility” subfield) and $b (“Subtitle” subfield) of the original 245 field.
Following this step the 247 field could be deleted as it was no longer necessary. An important step to
remember is to always check at the end of such a manipulation (and of any manipulation, really) that any of the
fields that have been added temporarily have been removed. We do not want them to appear in the final
“product”.

The work could not end here though. I had to take into account that there are titles that do not have subtitles
(so no subfield b), so I had to add an “action” that would delete the text “:$b”, which would appear in any new
245 field even if there was no data following it.
Also, since by adding a new 245 I could not give specific indicators, and I could not use the ones I had copied, I
had to make sure that every 245 field beginning with “The”, and with indicators 1 and 0, had the correct
indicators 1 and 4, and so on for all the other cases: 0 and 4 for those 245 fields beginning with “The” where
there was not a 1xx field; 0 and 3 for those 245 fields beginning with “An” where there was not a 1xx field; and
so on (see screenshot above).
You can see, from the above example, why, to use this program effectively, the person using it has to know
cataloguing rules, and be aware of all the scenarios that can be encountered. If I had not known the rules
related to use of indicators in cases where titles begins with articles, I would have created incorrect metadata.
It is important to always think ahead. To think also about human error, which lurks around every corner. This
is something that only experience can teach.
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I know nowadays, for example, not to trust the data I deal with 100%, because that data has been created or
modified manually at some point in its “journey”, and human error can happen any time.
From one format to another
As we know, MARC 21 is the format most used among libraries worldwide. However, there are institutions
which use other MARC formats. The one I come across the most is UNIMARC.

A European library asked us if we could send them UNIMARC records. I had used this format at the beginning
of my career, when I first started cataloguing books, and I knew already that there are important differences
between these two formats. An example is the title field, which in MARC 21 is the 245 field, and in UNIMARC
is the 200 field.
Fortunately, the Library of Congress provides mapping documents, which show the differences between the
two formats. It would have been an very long task to do by myself though, with too many unknowns; also, as I
had not worked with UNIMARC for years I could have missed something. Fortunately, MarcEdit has a tool
which converts MARC21 records to UNIMARC records:
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All I had to do was to click on “Process” and the records were changed to the UNIMARC format. But checking
the file, I noticed that the 856 field, the link field, had been deleted. This was because there was no
corresponding UNIMARC field. The documents from the Library of Congress did not give a corresponding field,
probably because at that time electronic resources were not much used. At the time I just added it back, by
merging the new records with the old ones, and the library which had requested this format confirmed that the
records were good and could be used. However, I wanted to make this issue known, so I wrote to Terry Reese
and he found new guidelines from IFLA that specified that the 856 field was the URL field even within the
UNIMARC format. So the tool was updated accordingly. MarcEdit, I found, is very much a work in progress,
and I find this one of its best features. It can be updated and modified, accordingly to what users want to do
with it.
Conclusion
The work that Terry Reese has done is priceless. To create such a program, update it, and make it available
free of charge to anyone is amazing. There are many programs and databases, within the library sector, that
are not available free of charge, and even if I understand the reasons for it, I still feel that it would be so much
better if they were. There are many libraries that do not have the money for such expenses, even though their
librarians could achieve so much more if they had access to these resources.
The above cases are only a few examples of what can be done with MarcEdit. I hope that what I have written
will encourage many to use this program and to “have fun” with it. The possibilities are endless!
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How Library Carpentry helps us to transform our data and our training
Phil Reed, Data Specialist (Teaching, Learning and Students), The University of Manchester Library

There is much discussion about the importance of digital skills requirements across the sector, involving groups
such as RLUK Digital Scholarship Network, The National Archives, and Jisc Digital Capabilities. Such matters
are particularly relevant for metadata and discovery (Daniels, 2020). The issues include establishing learners’
requirements, developing lessons and competency frameworks, and sourcing an affordable and sustainable
pool of instructors. This paper will look at the delivery of Library Carpentry workshops in Manchester and
Durham, how Library Carpentry can help to provide an opportunity to develop a community of good practice,
and how these are relevant to metadata and cataloguing work. It ends with two case studies: what are people
inspired to do after attending Library Carpentry workshops, and the development of a Carpentries-style lesson
at Manchester about TEI XML (Text Encoding Initiative Extensible Markup Language).
Introducing Library Carpentry to Manchester
Staff at The University of Manchester Library (UML) have been inspired by the lessons and workshops
presented by Library Carpentry (LC). In short, Library Carpentry teaches information professionals how to
apply best practice when transforming and working with data sets; it is a non-profit organisation and an
international community of volunteers who help people without a background in programming. In the last few
years, three UML staff have qualified as LC instructors (Carlene Barton, Nilani Ganeshwaran and Phil Reed).
They ran a workshop in November 2018 for their colleagues and those at nearby Manchester Metropolitan
University, teaching good practice with tidy data and an introduction to OpenRefine. Feedback was positive
and constructive; after one workshop, participants came away with skills and were eager to apply them
(although some reported that they would not be able to use the skills right away due to commitments
elsewhere).

Figure 1: Library Carpentry at Manchester, 2018 (left) and Durham, 2019 (right)
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Taking the show on the road
In December 2019, the Manchester Library Carpentry team were invited to deliver a workshop for North East
England. Kindly hosted by Durham University, the syllabus was slightly amended to cover the concept of
regular expressions as well as OpenRefine. The icebreaker section was about jargon busting, asking people to
share an acronym, name, or concept for the hosts or other participants to explain, such as Unicode or CRIS.
Everyone in the room learned something new within the first 15 minutes and could be reassured that nobody
knows everything. The workshop was wrapped up by asking learners to set goals for using their new skills;
what will they do after two weeks, and after three months (see the case study below for more about these
goals).
The feedback was more positive from the Durham session; more people found it immediately useful. This is
likely due to the application process and demographic; a greater proportion of people who manipulate data sets
very frequently in their job came to the Durham workshop.
“Eye opening! Amazing. This will be really useful for anyone using spreadsheets.”
– feedback from a participant in Durham
Relevance to metadata and cataloguing librarians
There are many immediately relevant opportunities for librarians working with metadata and cataloguing,
people for whom cleaning and transforming data are daily tasks. Learning OpenRefine is a way for people to
do something immediately; for example, after attending the workshop, someone could open a CSV file and fix
inconsistently formatted author names and initials. The Library Carpentry workshop lays a foundation for
learning more computational processes; for example, one could learn how to write simple Python scripts to fix
inconsistent formatting in a batch of files (other lessons which can be used in a longer Library Carpentry
workshop are listed in a later section of this article).
Community is key
Library Carpentry is one of three communities within a parent group called The Carpentries. The other
communities of Software Carpentry and Data Carpentry are more mature (dating back to 1998) and are usually
taught to academic researchers and students. All lesson content across The Carpentries has been developed
by volunteers and is available under a Creative Commons Attribution licence. Workshops are delivered by
volunteers and can be arranged centrally (for a fee) or by one of the 80 member organisations from 10
countries around the world. Workshops largely follow a set pattern or syllabus and must be taught by at least
one qualified Carpentries instructor. All necessary guidance is provided in the handbook, including the
workshop Code of Conduct which ensures a safe and comfortable learning environment (The Carpentries,
2020).
There are sound, evidence-based pedagogical practices applied to all Carpentries lessons, taught to all
instructors before they qualify (Allen et al., 2019). For example, formative assessment is used frequently,
dismissive language is not permitted, and mistakes are used as learning opportunities. This quality foundation
has helped in the delivery of 2,300 workshops run in 61 countries between 2012 and 2019.
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Working with data is important in fields such as biology, where researchers and support staff are increasingly
required to handle “big data” and apply “FAIR Principles” for data management1 (Wilkinson et al., 2016). It
has been shown that sharing good practices using the Carpentries model will “foster open, transparent, and
sound scientific results beneficial to society” and that developing a community of practice “will bring many
benefits to its members and to their institution” (Stevens et al., 2018). The benefits of applying FAIR Data
Principles when working with metadata have been clearly established (Ball, 2020). It follows, therefore, that
developing a community of practice for metadata specialists using Library Carpentry is an opportunity well
worth exploring.
Looking into the future
The Manchester Library Carpentry team would like to run more Library Carpentry workshops and inspire
more people to join as instructors. In the short term, any workshops might have to run online instead of in
person, so more time will be required to investigate how that could work most effectively.
The team would also like to encourage people to contribute to lesson development. Anybody can suggest
edits to the lessons hosted on GitHub; see the ‘Repository’ links on the lessons page. Each repository has a
list of ‘Issues’ which are discussions about any changes between maintainers and with the public.
In addition to the tidy data, regular expressions, and OpenRefine lessons, Library Carpentry has a core
curriculum designed to run over two days (though you can split these into four parts or half-days). These
lessons include the UNIX shell and an introduction to Git. The curriculum can be extended to include SQL,
webscraping, Python and data for archivists, although some of this content is in the early stages of
development. There is a standalone lesson titled ‘Top 10 FAIR Data & Software Things’ which may be of
interest to those working in research libraries and many others. Further lessons at the earliest stages of
development include MarcEdit, Wikidata, R and XML.
Finally, you may wish to use the principles of Carpentries lessons, or indeed the lesson templates, following
the Creative Commons Attribution licence. There are examples of lesson templates being adapted and
reused from Neurohackweek, 23 (Research Data) Things and The University of Manchester Library’s
Introduction to TEI (see case study 2 below).
Case study 1: What can people do after Library Carpentry?
At the end of the Durham workshop, learners were asked “Based on what you have learned today, what will
you do differently in the next two weeks? Three months?”. Some of the responses received were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Process chain of Excel commands but in OpenRefine.”
“Catalogue data, although getting it in and out of the catalogue is a factor.”
“Harmonising the way data is presented across data sets, e.g. author names.”
“Find faulty terms in thesaurus that broke. Data recovery after corruption.”
“Learn more about APIs.”
“SCONUL stats, renewals.”
“RegEx to collate reports, who has been using services.”
“Survey data, cleaning up.”

Learning how to automate or articulate one’s work using scripts may save time in the long run, and also
increase the transparency and accountability of workflows.

1

“FAIR Principles” mean that digital assets are findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable.
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Case study 2: Introduction to TEI
‘Introduction to TEI XML’ was a series of face-to-face workshops at The University of Manchester Library
delivered in November and December 2019. It was designed by Jane Gallagher, Elizabeth Gow, Dr Jo Edge,
and Phil Reed, with special thanks to Professor David Denison, Nuria Yáñez-Bouza, Dr Giles Bergel, and Dr
Christopher Ohge. It was aimed at Special Collections staff, cataloguers, and other library and information
professionals. There was formative assessment throughout, aligning with the learning outcomes, and
opportunities for collaborative learning.
After the workshops completed, the materials were stored on the local intranet, and were thus unavailable to
those outside the initial group. To adapt the workshop into an open educational resource, the author followed
the open practice exemplified by The Carpentries and turned the materials into a lesson hosted on GitHub.
The resource was released with a Creative Commons Attribution Non-commercial licence. Some adaptation
was required; however, the initial approach was a close match pedagogically to the Carpentries format so this
was quite straightforward.
It is currently a functional ‘alpha’ release with various small adjustments required. One day, it could inspire the
development of the suggested Library Carpentry XML workshop. If the release is shown to effective, the
approach of building Carpentries-style lessons may be suggested for other forms of staff development at
Manchester. Meanwhile, Software Carpentries lessons continue to be taught at Manchester about Python and
the Unix shell. These workshops have been running for three years, showing the ongoing value of the
Carpentries approach to researchers.
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Book review: Sudden position guide to cataloguing and metadata
Reviewed by Liz Antell, Resource Assistant, Edinburgh Napier University

Sudden position guide to cataloguing and metadata edited by Jeremy Myntti; contributors: Ben
Abrahamse, Whitney Buccicone, Stephen Buss, Autumn Falkner, Matthew Gallagher, Jeremy Myntti,
Nicole Smeltekop.
Chicago: Association for Library Collections & Technical Services, a division of the American Library
Association, 2019. 167 pages.
ISBN: 9780838948576

“So You’re Suddenly a Cataloger”, the first chapter greets you, in a manner reminiscent of the Hitchhiker’s
Guide to the Galaxy advising you, in large friendly letters, DON’T PANIC.
The book is reassuring and welcoming from the outset. Targeted specifically at those abruptly tasked with
responsibility for cataloguing and metadata services, it also functions as an approachable introduction for any
library or information worker, including students and trainees. At a slim 167 pages, the book does not pretend
to provide comprehensive coverage of all cataloguing and metadata issues (such a work would surely be the
most diachronic…), yet it achieves its aim of being a concise overview.
One of the most valuable aspects of the book is its capacity for brief, high-level overviews, including simple
statements of summarised information which allow associations and connections to be made. For example, the
authors lay out the evolution of our old friend “the catalog” from the systems developed in the mid to late 1990s
(examples are listed along with their suppliers: “Innovative’s Millennium, Ex Libris’s Voyager, and SirsiDynix’s
Symphony”) to contemporary products (Alma, WMS, BLUEcloud, Sierra, amongst others), alongside the
development of Discovery Layers (Primo, Summon, etc.). It seems a simple thing to combine these lists of
names with a brief history and explanation of their development, but it provides valuable context and clarity to
those of us who have encountered these systems at various points but lacked the overview to piece together
the comparable ones and match supplier names with their products.
Another stand-out few pages of the book are found at the end: “Common Acronyms Used By Cataloging and
Metadata Librarians”. It is often observed that the library and information world is awash with acronyms
(including recursive ones – I won’t forget my feeling of betrayal on discovering that the S in SPARQL stands for
SPARQL) and so the value of providing a reference resource for decoding these is not to be underestimated. It
exemplifies the plain-talking which this book does so well. Chapter Four opens: “While “data about data” is
catchy, that definition doesn’t really help us understand what metadata is all about”, going on to give examples
of everyday encounters with metadata on Spotify and YouTube. This helps normalise the concept of metadata
and demonstrate its ubiquity.
Despite its brevity, the book manages to introduce and signpost a variety of larger issues, such as ethics in
cataloguing. The treatment of this issue only covers a double-page spread, yet manages to draw brief attention
to: a need to abandon assumptions of library “neutrality”; the value judgements inherent in classification; the
ethical issues of defining an authorised form of someone’s name; and the power dynamics and inherent biases
we all bring to our work. By drawing attention to these issues even within such a short volume, the authors
provide a valuable invitation for readers to consider them further, and reinforce that ethical concerns are not to
be separated from practical concerns.
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With the understanding that 167 pages cannot be expected to provide complete clarity on all the topics briefly
covered, this book provides many valuable introductions, comprehensive lists of reference materials,
definitions, lists of terms, and signposts towards further reading and resources. It need not be read cover-tocover – in particular, chapters explaining different standards can be dipped into as needed since they are
clearly labelled. Consider it a map or guidebook, rather than a manual. Chapter Five is invitingly named
“Things You Might Encounter”, as though you are setting off on a metadata-watching tour with binoculars in
hand, and a wild periodical is about to cross your path in need of cataloguing.
I would recommend this book to students and new library workers with an interest in cataloguing and metadata,
as well as the book’s intended audience – managers finding themselves responsible for this area. Further, the
introductory and concluding sections of the book are an accessible read for any library or information worker,
and convey well the ubiquity and importance of metadata work, as well as laying out some aspects of the
broader context.
This is the first title published in the new Sudden Position book series from ALCTS (putting acronym-busting
into action, that’s the Association for Library Collections and Technical Services, a division of the American
Library Association), and it will be interesting to see what other titles are forthcoming.
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